THE ART OF CONCRETE

ENDLESS POSSIBILITIES
Artevia finishes and colours allow you to
achieve any design or concept. From
decorative stones to creative textures,
polished surfaces and sophisticated patterns,
Artevia provides the creative solution.

VISIT US AT

www.ArteviaConcrete.ca

EXPRESS YOUR STYLE
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DESIGNED TO INSPIRE
Artevia™ the Lafarge decorative concrete line,
provides you with the freedom to express your
style through beautiful outdoor landscapes
and vibrant indoor spaces.
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CHOOSE
YOUR PROJECT

Artevia is much more than concrete. It is
a stunningly beautiful design material with
the strength and durability of concrete.

SELECT
A FINISH

Choose from our colour palette designed
and tested by experts to complement any
of the four finishes presented. These colours
can also be added to any standard concrete.

Driveway

Indoor floor

Landscaping

A beautiful range of durable
patterns and textures

EXPOSED

A robust exterior concrete
with a gravelled finish

A

AA

PREMIUM RED

STANDARDCLAY
LEDGESTONE

PREMIUM LIMESTONE

WOODLAND BROWN

BLAZE
TERRAC
OTTA
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CHOOSE
A COLOUR

SADDLE BROWN

STEEL GRAY

PRINT
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CONTACT US

arteviainfo@lafarge.com
www.arteviaconcrete.ca
www.buildingbettercities.ca
1-800-LAFARGE
Our experts can help you use
Artevia to realize the potential of your
design. Put their technical and design
experience to work on your project.
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Garage floor

MORE CREATIVITY

YOUR ARTEVIA
PROJECT TAKES
JUST 4 STEPS.

Pool deck

Pathway

POLISH

A smooth concrete with a
texture like polished marble

AMSTERDAM RED

PEARL BEIGE

ANTIQUE LACE

CORNSILK BEIGE

CAMOUFLAGE TAN

PREMIUM SLATE

SAND

A concrete with the look
and feel of natural sand

FROM START TO FINISH

ST EARTH TONE

HONEY BROWN

STANDARD EARTH TONE

Use this palette as a guide only. Colours are an approximation of a broom finish made with medium grey cement.
Concrete colour is altered by many factors including cement colour, slump, finishing, weather and curing.
We recommend a sample pour to ensure the results meet your expectations.
If your project requires a different colour then you see above, ask our Artevia experts about our custom colour
system and they can help you determine if it's right for your project.

ARIZONA TILE
AA

